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I. I NTRODUCTION 
Within the past few years, there has much discussion on 
topics such as c ... r for the Warrior, Gl obal COIMland and Control 
System, Information Warfare, and a New World Order . As a 
result, mobi l e cOIMlunicat ion requirements are on the rise, and 
personal communications services (pes) have emerged as the 
focus of much attention. 
pes is a general term which encompasses a variety of 
mobile communications services. It has materialized from 
numerous technologies dealing with digital modulation schemes, 
cellular and wireless telephones , low earth orbiting satelli te 
applications , and evolving network protocols. pes has been 
described by various comrr.unications journals in the following 
ways: 
1. pes is a service not a particular t echnology. pes draws 
on the technologies of digital modulation, cellular and 
cordless telephones , and sophisticated network protocols. 
Most pes proposals envision a portable lightweight instrument 
providing users with access to a ubiquitous public r,etwork. 
[Ref' . 1: p. 52 ) 
2 . pcs is a generic term referring to mobi :" e cOIMl'J.nication 
services in which the user possesses a persona l handset or 
cordless telephone that can be used in a number of pedestrian, 
office, residentia l and vehicular settings. [Ref. 2) 
3. PCS encompasses a broad range of radio communications 
serv-iceo; that free individuals from the constrainto; of the 
wireline public switched telephone network and enable ther:! to 
co=unicate when they are away from their home or office 
telephone. [Ref. 3) 
4. With PCS, we can communicate from person to person, 
regardless of where we are physically located. While PCS as 
a class of serv-ices embraces a wide range of capabilities, 
from simple paging and telephony to more advanced 
functionality, the bas ic benefit is the ability to conununicate 
from virtually anywhere to virtually anywhere else. [Ref. 4: 
p. 3D) 
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) defines PCS 
as "a family of mobile or portab l e radio communications 
serv-ices which could provide serv-ices to individuals and 
businesses and be integrated with a variety of competing 
networks ... the primary focus of PCS will be 
communications requirements of people on the move." [Ref. 5: 
p. 22J 
Personal Communications Services may be the key 
ingredient for vast l y improved mi l itary cO:Tlffiunications 
capabilities at the turn of the century. Today's generation 
of Theater Deployable Communications (TDC) , which provides 
joint tactical communicat ions to deployed forces, is the Tri-
S ervice Tactical Communications (TRI-TAC) system. A 
description of TRI -TAC's family of equipment, network 
topo l ogy, typical err.;Jloyment, and critical limitations wi l l be 
presented in t:'1e upcoming chapters. Then , in order to provide 
a het ter understandiny of the technical issues concerning PCS, 
cellular design pri::1c iples such as frequency reuse, cell 
sp l itting, c:'1anne l access met:'1ods, spread - spectrum techniques, 
and radio frequency propagatior. factors will also be 
addressed. Once a technical foundation has been establi shed, 
five commercia l Mobi l e Satel l ite Services (ri',sS) will be 
presented as viabl e car..didates for augmenting existing 
communications systems. A brief description of each MSS 
system will be given with particular attention to irr.portant 
technica l characteristics a::1d subscriber services. Final l y, 
a proposed framework for comparisol'.. of the candidate MSS 
systems will serve as a baselir..c for further studies into the 
most bel'..eficial i mp::'emer..tation of PCS into the current system. 
In the end, this thesis will identify severa l deficiencies in 
th e current TOC system, propose several MSS augmentations, a:ld 
provide framework for demonstrating the technical 
feasibility, additior..al capabilities, and benefits of 
incorporating PCS into theater deployable commu::1ications 
systems for the future. 
II. TRI-TAC 
The existing joint conununications program, Tri-Service 
Tactical COlmnunications (TRI-TAC), provides the primary 
Theater Deployable Conununications (TDC) for Joint Task Force 
(JTF ) combat operations. TRI-TAC was conceived in 1971 to 
foster conununications interoperability among the services 
through standardized suite of tactical switched 
communications equipment. TRI-TAC is the Air Force's current 
"common - u se rH tactical communications system used to 
interconnect deployed bases, installations, and headquarters 
elements wi th each other and echelon support 
organizations. Essentially, a TRI -TAC deployment prov ides the 
same core services and capabilities available on a typical 
fixed Air Force base. In short, TRI - TAC is a complete TDC 
package which is totally interoperable within itself and with 
exist ing service systems, including the Defense Communications 
Sys t em (DCS) and NATO systems. This chapter wi ll introduce 
the TRI-TAC family of equipment and the network topologie s 
typically employed during JTF operations . 
B. TRI-TAC FAMILY OF EQUIPMENT 
Functionally, TRI-TAC consists of voice, record and data 
t erminals , automatic circ uit and message s witche s, automated 
technical control facilities , multiplexing equipment , and 
transmission assemblages [Ref . 28: p. 87l. Additionally, a 
<5t.andardized COlEmt.:nications security (COMSEC) suite provides 
the TRI - TAC system with end-t.o-end securit.y throughout its 
tactical COIrJTIunications network. While a detailed discussion 
on COl-".sEC is beyond the scope of this paper, the major 
equipment associatea with TRI-TAC's primary services will he 
adrtresse::l below. 
The TRI - TAC system provides the end - user with voice, 
recora {message) and data cOIrJTIunications via automatic circuit 
and message sw":"tches. The heart of a TRI-TAC cOITL'"r1unicatioIls 
network is made up of the TTC - 39A Circuit Switch (CS) and TYC-
39 Message Switch (MS). 
1. TTC-39A Circuit Switch 
The TTC - 39A CS is a tactical four - wire, modular, 
automatic telephone central office {Ref. 24: p. B-1J . 
supports 744 total external lines (96 analog, 648 digital) at 
the standard TRI - TAC circuit and trunk group channel rates of 
16/32 kbps, and also provides limited interfaces to corrunerc:'al 
ana l og central office and PBX equipment. The TTC-39A can also 
trunk to other TTC - 39As, the TYC-39 MS, unit level 
transportable switchboards , such as the SB-3865 , and DSN 
switches for connecti vi ty into the DCS. The two TR: - TAC 
telephones routinely used with a TTC-39A switch are the KY-68 
Digital Secure Voice Terminal and TA-9S4 Digital Nonsecure 
Voice Terminal. These ruggedized terminals interface with the 
switch at standard TRI-TAC loop rates of :i6/32 kbps , us:'ng 
Continuously Variable Slope Delta (CVSD) modulation . 
variety of two-wire and four-wire analog instruments are sup-
ported by the TTC-39A version, including the TA-8 38 and STU-
Finally, the 'rrC-39A CS provides limited nodal control, 
as well as extensive circuit and trunk testing capabilities. 
2. TYC-39 Message Switch 
The TYC-39 ~..s is a 50-line store-and· forward message 
switch [Ref. 24: p. B-1]. An appropriately accredited TYC -3 9 
can handle both General Service (GENSER) or "R" traffic, whi ch 
includes classification levels up to and including Top Secret 
and STOP, and Defense Special Security Corrununications System 
(DSSCS) or "Y" traffic, which includes SCI and other sensitive 
information requiring special handling. The TYC-39 supports 
i nte rfaces with other message switches, such as AUTODIN, via 
interswitch trunks (ISTs) , and s tandard Mode I and II terminal 
interfaces. The TYC-39 can t runk at the TRI-TAC channel rate 
of 16 kbps, with a 50-line capacity, providing increased 
message throughput in a tactical battlefield environment. 
Like the TTC-39 , the TYC-39 has integrated test equipment for 
troubleshooting ISTs and message circuits. 
3. TSQ-lll Communications Nodal Control Element 
For technical control, the TSQ-ll1 Communications 
Nodal Control Element (CNCE) is the "nerve center" of a TRI-
TAC corrununications installation. This S-280 shelter-mounted 
component manages communications resources, monitors equipment 
and circuit quality, and detects and isolates faul ty or 
degraded circuits. It accomplishes these functions through a 
suite of fu lly programmable automat.ed test equip:nent., and a 
compu~er - conc:roll ed circu i t rerouting capability. The CNC2: 
serves as the central interface between the circuit/message 
switches and transmi ssion assemblages. Ex ternal interfaces to 
the TSQ-lll equipment shelter are accomplished Clsir.g standa~d 
26-pair copper cable or coaxial cable. The 1'SQ-lll has both 
an analog and digital capability [Ref. 24: p. 8-3]. 
4. Transmission Assemblages 
TRI -TAC transmission assemblages can be divided into 
two main types: DigitaJ Group Multiplex (DGM) and G~ound 
Mobile :?orces (GMF ) . 
Digital Group Multiplex Equipment 
The DGM equipment includes the TRC-l 70 digital 
tropospheric scatter radios, TSQ -l46 Multiplexer Van, and RT-
l462 TSSR (Tropo-Satell ite Support Radio). Large transmission 
and switching assemblages, such as the TRC - 170 or TTC - 39A, are 
housed in standard portable equipment shelte~s (8-250, S-280, 
or S-530) and have a combined weight of approximately 8,500 
Ibs (Ref. 26 : p. 18-9]. When being transported by M-72 0 or M-
880 mobilizers, the physical dimensions of these components 
are approximately 8' x 20'; plus, a pair of 9 .5 or 6.0 foot 
diameter antennas must be transported separately. The TRC - 170 
radio system is a 32 - channel, maximum 2048 kbps, tropospheric 
radio that provides reliable, bulk-encrypted 
coIt'.rtlunications links between bases separated by up to 150 
miles [Ref. 26; p. 18-2]. For shorte~ links, not to exceed 10 
miles, the RT-1462 TSSR can be used fer line - of -site (LOS) 
radic communications between remote 
tropo/satel l ite site and the main communications facility . 
The TRC - 170 can also be configured in a LOS mode fo r shorter 
distances if necessary . various facto r s including 
atmospherics and terrain impact the actua l attainable range in 
any given situation . The TRC - 170 family of transmission 
equipment performs the primary wideband conur,unications 
trunking between major nodes of a deployed JTF. 
b_ Ground Mobi~e Forces Equipment 
GMF equipment includes the TSC-9<;A and TSC-100A 
tactical multi-channel satellite terminals which provide the 
primary theater satellite communications capability. The TSC-
94A (8 - foot diameter antenna) is a point - to-point SHF termina l 
wh ich can support a maximum of 24 individual channels. The 
TSC - IOOA (8/20 - foot diameter antenna) can support up to 72 
individua l channels or be configured in a nodal "hub-spoke" 
network configuration with up to four other terminals [Ref. 
24: pp. B6-B7]. Despite the different nomenclature, DGM and 
GMF equipment are completely interoperable , along with the 
entire TRI - TAC family, through a standard multiplex 
architecture based on a 16/32 kbps CVSD channel rate. 
The previously described equipment (switches, 
technica l control, and transmission media) form the core of 
the TRI-TAC family of equipment_ 
C . NETWORK TOPOLOGY 
The TRI - TAC communicaticns system typically supports Air 
Force bare base operations; Desert Shield/Desert Stcrm (DS/OS) 
i8 a gcod example of what the Air Force terms "bare base 
operations . " The system supports Comrr.and and Control (C2) at 
al l leve l s by providing reliable and flexible ccm:nunications 
capabilities. Specialized C2 data, intelligeIlce products, 
weather forecast data, and general purpcse infonnation all 
pass through a deployed TRI-TAC system . TRI - TAC systems not 
only connect bases, installations, and headquarters elements 
within a theater of operations, they a l so extend can' ,,:, ctivity 
back to the CONUS and into other theaters hy way of Des 
gateways. The remainder of this section demonstrates how TR.I -
TAC components are used to support a typical Air Fcrce 
deployment within a Joint Task Force (JTF) frame work . 
1 . Air Fo r ce Component Headquarters 
Figure 1, on t h e next page, i l lustrates how key TRI-
TAC components support an Air Force Component Headquarters 
(AFCH) when deployed as part of a JTF [Ref. 44). 
The AFCH is tied to the JTF HQ via trcpospheric 
scatter radio (TRC- 1 70) and/or SHF satellite (TSC - IOOA); the 
distance between the two headquarters generally determines the 
transmission medium used . If possible , both media are used 
for redundancy and added capacity . Links to the other service 
components are established in basically the same manner. 
AF Component HQ (A FCH) 
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Figure 1. Ai r Forc e Ccmponent Hea dqua r t e rs Network 
1 0 
Note that t~le AFC3 is also linked into t he strategic 
network b y way of a DCS satel l ite gateway. Depending on the 
particular scer-ario, the ga t eway cou l d e ither be in CONUS, 
Europe, or Pacific. These TRI- TAC - to-DCS gateways are 
critical because they faci l itate l inks between rear support 
bases, headquarters, and forward dep l oyed Eorces . 
Within the AFCE, various key TRI - TAC components, 
such as the TTC-39A , TYC - 39, ami TRC - 170, are interconnected 
through the TSQ-lll CNCE as described earlier. Links from the 
component headquarters to l o wer echelon tactical air bases are 
estab:'ished using both terrestrial (tropo) and space 
(satellite) mea:1S as shown i:1 Figure l. 
2. Tac tical Air Base 
Figure 2, on ~he next page, is an examp l e oE TRI - TAC 
employed i n a ~actical air base configuration. Note, both 
satellite and tropo lin ks are providing connectivi::y to the 
AFCE [Ref. 44] . =n this exampl e , a sample breakout of 
cus t omer te l ephones (KY - 68 and TA - 954) and transportab l e 
teletype (TTY) termina:'s is shown. Also, the diagram i l lust -
rates the usefulness of the RT-1462 TSSR in extending service 
to remo te l ocations. Additionally, a remote multip l e x er 
combiner (RMC) is seen providing further circuit extension on 
the re:note e:1d of the TSSR link . Figure 2 demonstrates one of 














3. Jo int Me ssage Switching 
Fi gure 3 below depicts a typical joinl Ine ssage 










Figure 3. Joint Message Switc .'1ing Network 
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Here, the importance of network survivability and 
redundancy is evident with the criss - crossing interswitch 
tn:nks (ISTs) in a mesh configuration . The l6 kbps ISTs , 
linking the TYC-39 Message Switches, are carried over various 
transmission media, including tropo, satellite, and cable. 
Numerous TTY tenninals are also shown as direct connections 
off the TYC- 39s . The DCS satel lite gateways provide essential 
circuits between the TYC-39s and AUTOD I N Switching Centers 
(ASCs). In some cases, high - frequency (HF) multi-channel 
radio links into DCS HF gateways are established as backups to 
the primary satellite links; however, HF AUTODIN entries 
afford a much lower data rate (75 - 300 baud vice l200-2400 
baud) . Figure 3 depicts just one of many possible joint 
message s witching network topologies. 
SUMMARY 
From its inception back in 1971, the TRI - TAC program has 
evolved to satisfy the need for interoperable and reliable 
communications at the Joint Task Force level . In practice , 
TRI - TAC has served the military services, and, in particular, 
the Air Force well. However , changes in technology and 
operational requirements have created some areas where TRI · TAC 
falls short . Operation Desert Shield/Desert Stann highlighted 
many of these problems which have acted as a stimulus for many 
proposed improvements. Chapter IV will identify the most 
significant recommendations for new Air Force tactical 
communications initiatives. These initiatives, coupled with 
14 
TRI - TAC's inte:::-oper<:toi:..ity strengths an:i the amount of 
resuurces already invested, can provide the military services 
with a solid core o f tactical communications well into the 
foreseeable future . 
15 
III. DESERT SHIELD/DESERT STORM COMMUNICATIONS 
A. BACKGROUND 
From TR.L-TAC's beginnings in the Air Force Battlefield 
Environment (AFSE) in the early 1980s to recent operations in 
the Persian Gulf, numerous limitat ions have surfaced. Changes 
i n technology and operational requirements have presented 
areas where the aging TRI-TAC equipment is deficient. More 
specifically, the lack of high-speed data and computer network 
support, and inadequate commercial interface capabilities have 
caused the greatest impact on recent military operations. 
This chapter describes TRI-TAC's employment and some of its 
significant downfalls observed during Desert 
Shield/Deser t Storm (DS/DS). 
EMPLOYMENT OF TRI-TAC DURING ns/ns 
1. Scope of Communications 
Desert Shield/Desert Stonn proved beyond a doubt 
that C4I is as fundamen tal to the fight as bombs, bullets, and 
airplanes. When properly employed, C4I becoIT.es a vital force 
multiplier [Ref. 30; p. 4]. The fonns of communications 
provided were voice, data, facsimile, record (message) 
communications, imagery, video, and e-mail. Mission/support 
areas covered included: Joint Forces Air Component Corrunander 
(JFACC), counter air, close air support (CAS), interdiction, 
suppression of enemy air defense (SEAD) , refueling, airlift, 
search and rescue (SAR) , special operations, and intelligence. 
Additiona l mission a:::.-eas inc l uded infra:::.-ed electronic wartare 
(EWIR), air trattic control, aeromedical evacuat ion, supply, 
logistics, muni tions, transportation, training, security 
po l ice, and Oft ice ot specia l Investigatior.s (051). Other 
supported functions were t i nance, l egal, medical , postal, 
combat control teams, combat camera, intormation management, 
audio v::'sual services, public atta::'rs, civi l engineers, Moral 
Welfare and Recreation (MWR ) services, chaplain, contrac t ing, 
weather, and other airbase support operations [Ref. 24: p. 7J. 
Clearly, providing the required communications for employment 
of forces into a bare base envi:::'-o:1IDent can be quite a complex 
task. Communicat i ons requirements tor all Air Force MAJCOMs 
and FOAs are consolidated and maintained by the Corrununica tions 
Requirements Data Base (CRDB). 
The scope and pace of escal ation of DSjDS was 
unprecedented. In tact, the operatio:1.s in the Persian Gulf 
have been called "the largest single communications 
mobilization in mil itary history." [Ref. ~8: p. 25]. The 
scope of USAF activities alo:1.e are included in Table 4 - 1 on 
the following page [Ret. 18: p. 24). It took. more than 2 00 C-
~4~ sorties to airlift tactical communications equipment t o 
the Gu l f [Ref. ~8: p. 25J. During the early stages, these 
aircraft were not readily availab l e for moving the bu l ky 
tactica l and transmission equipment since the initial airlift 
was a llocated towards the buildup of combat forces in theater. 
While Air Staff planne:::.-s estimated suff i cient tactical 
~'I 
communications resources for :.3 airbases , in the end, the Area 
of Responsibility (AQR) includ ed 25 airbases. Compounding 
this serious shortfall, the Ai r National Guard (ANG) , which 
had not been called to active ser\l"ice, possessed nearly 80 
percent of Air Force tactical communications resources. As it 
turned out, the ANG provided only two squadrons and only about 
10 percent of the overall resources [Ref. 18: pp . 25-26]. As 
a result, a sparse network of tactical cOl:uTlunications were 
stretched to the limits in providing essential connectivity 
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AUTOVON trunks 
automatic telephone switches 






air operations for Desert Shield 
air operations for Desert Storm 
pages per Air Tasking Order 
2 _ Swi tcbing and Transmission Networks 
The TRI - TAC switching and transmission equipment 
formed a terrestrial system which interconnected the Joint 
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Task Force Headquarters, its component air, l and, and sea 
commands and all locations within the AOR . The final system 
configurat ion st::::-e tched over 1COO miles and was comprised of 
29 links of troposphe::::-ic and microwave t::::-ansmissions [Re f 18: 
p. 30] . 
Voice Network 
The voice network contained over 300 trunks 
connecting 25 TIC -3 9s in the theater to 8 DSN gateways (4 
U.S., J Europe, 1 Pacific) [Ref. 18: p. 13] . Furthermore , it 
contained 19 automatic and 17 manual switchboards that 
processed nea:::.-ly 30 million calls through 72 AUTOVON trunks 
[Ref. 18: p. 31.J. 
b. Message Network 
The message network contained 26 trunks 
connecting 20 'rye-39s in the theater to 5 AUTODIN switching 
centers (3 U.S., 1 Europe, 1 Pacific). Ul t imately, 2 86 
message cente~s we~e supported wo~ldwide with an average 
delivery time of 23 minutes {Ref. 18: p. 151. 
Data Net:work 
Whereas 'l'RI-TAC evolved to satisfy most of the 
voice and message traffic needs , lit t le capability existed to 
cope with the data conununications bottlenecks involved with 
large -,volume, high-speed traffic of 1S and Os. All four DDN 
networks were heavily used: MILNET was used for unclassi f i ed 
common-user service; DSNETl was used for Secret level conunon-
user traffic; DSNE'l'2 was used for Top Secret and WWMCCS users; 
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DSNICT3 was used for Top Secret/SCI intelligence support. 
d. Satellite Network 
The flexibility of space conur.unications was 
demonstrated through extensive satellite usage in an effort to 
meet increasing traffic demands throughout the Gulf War. 
Initially, SHF Defense Satellite Corrununications System (DSeS) 
presence in the region consisted of only two satellites (DSCS 
East Atlantic and Dses Indian Ocean) which handled a total DOD 
traff ic throughput of about 4.5 Mbps (70 voice circuits 
equivalent) [Ref. 18; p. 122]. As hostilities heightened, so 
to did the need for greater communications throughput. 
As U.S. forces in the Gulf peaked, a total of 
4 DSCS satellites (East Atlantic, Indian Ocean, Indian Ocean 
Reserve, West Pacific Reserve) covered the region. The 
throughput climbed to 68 Mbps (1,100 voice circuits 
equivalent), and 110 earth te rminals deployed. 
Additionally, 9 UHF satellites from FltSatcom/AFSatcom and 
LeaseSat/Syncom, 2 experimental multiple access com.'1lunications 
satellites (MACSAT), 2 United Kingdom Skynet satellites, 1 
NATO, 4 IntelSat, and 1 InmarSat satellites were all deployed 
in support of coalition forces during DS/DS operations [Ref. 
18: p. 123J. The Gulf conflict may be labeled as t.he first 
space war, and as a British defense chief simply observed, 
"The Gulf taught us that space has changed the whole nature of 
warfare." [Ref. 18; p. 133] 
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C . LIMITATIONS 
Changes in te~hnology and operational reql:irements have 
created areas where the existing TRI - TAC system falls short. 
Operation Desert Stann demonstrated that tactical 
corrmunications are still plagued by incompatibilities and 
technical limitations . At CENTCOM corps and wing levels, 
a Significant portion of the war was conducted over 
commercial telephone l::nes because of the volume and 
compatibility limitations of the military communicat ions 
system [Ref . 42; p. 22]. 
This section docs not discuss all the lirr.itations of TRI·TAC, 
:::ather it focuses on some of the key shortfalls observed 
primarily from DS/DS operations. 
1. General Observations from oS/es 
Desert Shield/Desert Storm (DS/DS) observations of 
deployed C4 systems [Ref . 3lj: 
Inflexible equipment design 
Current deployed systems are large and heavy 
- - Autorr.ated deployed system hardware/software could not 
expand 
- - CONUS automated systems are not structur"'G to support 
deployed forces 
Inadequate corrmunications capacity 
. - Unioue standards and inefficient communications 
limited throughput 
- - Large capacity networks needed for sus tain ing 
operations 
Limited interoperability 
Joint ATO planning/dissemination hampered by non-
standard automated systems 
Airborne communications and ground networks a~e 
fully integrated . 
Specific Problems from OS/oS 
While not all of the communications problems from 
DS/DS can be identified here, this section hopes to highlight 
some of the more critical aces noted in Alan D. Campen's book, 
The First I nfonnat j on War [Ref _ Hlj. 
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Voice Network Problems 
Limited ir:terswitch trunkir:g resulted in puor 
switched network performance, with an average intra-
theater grade of service ranging from onl y 40% to 85% ca l l 
completion success rates (Ref . 18 ; p. 13]. The Ninth Air 
Force chief network systems engineer summed up the problems as 
a "disaster for call comp l etion rates ... we had a grid-locked, 
voice switched network." At one point, completion rates were 
reported as low as 5 percent for Routine, 40 percent for 
Friority, and 65 percent for IInmediate [Ref. 18 : p 32]. The 
unexpected use of modem- connected personal computers and 
facsimile machines over the circuit switched networks further 
compounded problems. The heavier traffic demands, coupled 
with many analog-to-digital conversions , and an abundance of 
protocol problems, all proved too taxing for a system which 
was not engineered to accommodate such applications [Ref. 18; 
pp. l3 14]. 
b. Data Network Problems 
The lack of a pre-planned common - user data 
network for tactical communications via personal computers led 
to a number of problems. Poor circuit and end-to - end 
performance were the result of noisy, high error rate tactical 
circuits operating over non-commercial standard 16 kbps links. 
Also, due to t raffic overload and corrupt address routing 
tables at DDN gateways, many Tranmission Control Frotocol 
(TCF) timeout errors often occurred. Finally, the complex 
CO:1figuration o~ ruuters, bridges, packet switches and 
satellite circuits were a IleLwork management nightmare [O<.ef 
18: p. J6]. As one Air Staff plann er put it, "We ~ad nu plcUl 
for data corruru:Jicatio:1s." IRet. 18: p. 32] 
The lack ot tactical cO:nr:1ur.icatior.s networks that could 
provide the required in-':heater data corr.:nunicatlons 
conneC':::ivity proved to be a major headache. Tactical planners 
greatly underes':imated the sheer vol11ffie and variety of da'::a 
required to support automated comba>;:: support systems _ The new 
bat';::lefleld environment included literally thousands of 
personal corr.puters. In the end, it is estimated that over 
3000 computers were linked back to hosts in >;::he U.S., mainly 
over leased corrur.erclal ci r cuits [Ref. ~8: pp. 32-33J. From 
the intelligence communiLy's perspective, the tactical 
networks did not come close to meeting t:'1e data-::ntensive 
demands tor supplying high-quality imagery down to the 
appropriate combat echelons. As a result, many un::ts were 
limited to only hard copy photos delivered by helicopter or 
truck, oEten w::th unsatisfactory time delays [Ref. ~8: p. 55J. 
In the auLhor's assessment, the existing tactical systems 
could not possibly meet the excessive data corr.munications 
requirements then, and most certainly, TRI-TAC will not be 
able to fully handle the new-age battlefield auLomation needs 
of the future. 
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D. SUMMARY 
The existing theater deployable corrmuuicatious, TRI - TAC, 
are not geared for modern day warfare. TRI-TAC is primarily 
suited for simple voice and message traffic, but clearly, the 
widespread proliferation of personal computers, local area 
networks, high resolution imagery, and other high-speed data 
communications services have prompted the need for change. 
Operations during DS/DS demonstrated critical problems in 
supporting high-speed data communications , computer networks, 
and cornrnercial interfaces as previously discussed. 
A potentially disruptive disconnect in planning allowed 
combat forces to arrive in the Persian Gulf without the 
communications equipment needed to plan, launch , and 
control air operations. And W'hen the resources did 
arrive, they provided only marginal support for critical 
data communications, the service needed most in modern air 
warfare [Ref. 18; p. 35]. 
The TRI - TAC program has served its purpose for interoperable 
and reliable communications over the past couple decades, but 
advancements technology and increased operational 
requirements call for theater deployable communications to 
keep up with the pace. 
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IV. THEATER DEPLOYABLE COMMUNICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE 
LESSONS LEARNED 
Lessons learned fro:n DS/DS show that reliable, long - range 
mohile corrununications are essential on the modern battlefield. 
'fheate r Deployable Communications (TDC) must be capable of 
supporting a full range of communications and providing timely 
and accurate situational awareness for e ff ective command and 
control during highly fluid conflicts. 
DS/DS demonstrated the inadequacy of current tactical 
COIl'l11unications syste:ns and the value of a com:non picture 
of the battlefield to support effective Command and 
Control (C2) on-the - move (OTM). A persistent prohlem 
experienced was that the fighting forces moved faster than 
the comr.unications infrastructure could effectively 
support . This. coupled with an incomplete corrunon picture 
of friendly and enemy infonnati on , had a negative i:npact 
on the management of the battle [Ref. 27: p. A-1.S J . 
Building an up - tO - date graphical COIl'~'r.on picture of the 
battlefield is a powerful tool for improving a tactical 
commander's situational awareness, and existing syste!llS have 
proved inadequate in this respect. Today's generation of 
deployable communications equipment wil l support 
tomorrow's missions of power projection on a glohal scale . 
B. GLOBAL REACH, GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS 
The Air Force's Global Reach, Global Power concept calls 
for c OIl'Jl1unications which are small and lightweight tor 
mobility, modular and scalable for t ailored force prOjection, 
and seamless for rapid response on a global scale [Ref. 40J. 
COIf'bat Air Forces' (CAF) Mission Need Statement (MNS) 311-92 
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on Theater Deployable Corrununications asserts the following: 
The Air Force needs a lightweight, modular, integrated 
deployable communications system to suPtlort command, 
control, intelligence, logistics, and other mission 
sutlport functions throughout multiple employment scenarios 
from initial deployment through sustaining operations 
[Ref. 43]. 
As the author's observation, the U.S. military must increase 
efficiency of current systems through improved transmission 
swi tching, bandwidth management, information compression, 
network management, and SATCOM usages. The new TDC concept 
must look to comrnercial-off-the shelf (COTS) equitlrnent for 
multi-band satellite communications, network management, 
modular switching, and other deployable systems which are 
compatible with existing TRI-TAC, STU-III, and DDN systems 
[Ref. 32). 
C. THE FUTURE OF THEATER DEPLOYABLE COMMUNICATIONS 
~. Theater Deployable Communications Goal 
A primary goal of the TDe program must be to 
transition from unique tactical to cOITl.'llercial-standards-based 
switching and transmission systems. The intent is to reduce 
life cycle costs, improve interoperability with strategic and 
theater communications systems, optimize use of the existing 
Commercial communications infrastructure in theater, and to 
provide additional capabi lities not supported by equipment 
currently in the inventory [Ref. 24: p. 20]. Furthennore, TDC 
packages must be transportable by airlift, seali ft, rail, or 
truck. Size, weight, power requirements, and equipment set-up 
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tirnes must be kept to an absol ute mi n i mum to !'>-.lpport 
::'ransportation, deployment, and opc::-ations in a deployed 
environment [::?ef. 24: p. 54J. 
2. Theater Deployable Communications Characteristics 
In response to the many observations, limitations, 
and suggested improvements to existing TRT-TAC sys::.ems, the 
-:uture Theater Deployable Corrununicaticns must possess the 
-:ollowing characteristics [Ref. 31]: 
Transportable (small, lightweight) 
Flexible (modular, scalable; 
Interoperable (corrunon standa:::ds/protocols) 
Efficient (dynamic bandwidth management) 
Evolutionary (TRI-TAC compatible: 
Robust (multiple routing) 
Responsive (netwo:::k management/control) 
Secu::::e. 
3. Theater Deployable Communications Impacts 
If actions a::::e not taken to provide the essential 
TOC ::0:::: the futu:::e, then the U.S. military will continue to 
suffer the following consequences, as experienced during OS/OS 
operations [Re::. 31]: 
Communications will remain unresponsive to global reach, 
global power requirements. 
- - Too big, too heavy I too inflexible 
. - Not available when the warfighter needs it 
Communications capacity will remain inadequate. 
Slow ATO preparation and distribution 
NO real- time intelligence for BDA 
Deployed communications networks will remain unique. 
- - Insufficient information for mission p l anning 
- - Expensive integration costs 
- Existing communications equipment wil l become expensive to 
support and modify because of technology obsolescence. 
The bottom line is, unless improvements are made to existing 
systems, an integrated global information network will never 
be realized, and future U.S. military operations will be 
severely impacted. 
D. AIR FORCE INITIATIVES 
In the author's opinion, the U.S. Air Force's vision is 
focused in the right direction for i mproving CO!llIllunications in 
upcoming years. Communications Squadron 2000 initiatives 
require that " ... deployable C41 systems must be modular, 
lightweight, and much less airlift-intensive than the current 
systems." [Ref. 38; p. 6J Further emphasizing the need for 
improved TDC systems, the Communications Squadron 2000 concept 
focuses on C41 support of expeditionary warfare by "equipping 
the deployab l e communications units with l ightweight, modular, 
interoperable C41 systems" [Ref. 38; p. 8J. Looking to the 
21st century, the Air Force's C41 must; 
Shape a future where communications and automation tools, 
systems and people combi ne to surround every Air Force 
decision maker and war fighter with a transparent 
infosphere providing, on demand, any information required 
for the execution of the task at hand reliably, 
securely, in any required form, anywhere [Ref. 30, p. 2J. 
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Tomorrow ' s forces IT,ust be able to adapt , respond , and fight 
Dve ::- g reat dis tances, and the accompanying c::!ITlffiunications 
sys tems must be ready, mobile, and able to meet changing 
con t ingencies. 
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V. CELLULAR TECHNOLOGY 
In meeting the needs of t actical 
ccmmunications, a move towards PCS technologies may well ser\l"e 
the military into the 21st century . Since PCS is heavily 
based on cellular technology concepts, a brief discussion of 
the most significant cellular principles will be presented in 
this chapter . Subj ects to be discussed will include; call 
handoffs, roa~ing , frequency reuse, cell splitting, radio 
frequency (RF) propagation limitations, and channel access 
methods. After a technical foundation has been established , 
the next chapter will address several mobile systems which 
will employ many of the concepts presented here. 
A. CELLULAR DESIGN PRINCIPLES 
1. Background 
Fundamentally, ·cellular" is derived from the idea 
that the communication architecture, at its root level, is 
ccmposed of individual cells which represent a specified 
coverage A cell is traditionally represented as a 
hexagon for convenience in depicting interl ocking, non-
overlapping area coverage. Each cell contains its own 
antennas, radio equipment, power plant, and data terminals 
that collectively form the interface between the switching 
center, ca l led the mobile telephone switching office (MTSO) , 
and the mobile units [Ref. 15; p. 8]. 
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Two key principles of cellular com.'l1ur,icCltions system 
have to do with call handoffs and roaming. If a rr.ohi l e 
subsc y iher app r-oaches a r:ell's bounda r y, where transceive, 
signal strengths are near threshold level s, then an automatic 
prompt is sent to the MTSO requesting a call handoff. In 
response, the MTSO quer i es nearby ce l l sites for acceptable 
mobile unit signal strengths, and establishes a call handoff 
to a new cell site destination. The mobile set is 
autor:tatically switched to tr.e correct frequency and power 
levels to ensure uninte y rupted service [Ref. 7; p. 37.J. If a 
mobile unit is operating outside the confines of its Cel l ular 
Geographic Service Area (CGSA), then it is defined as roaming 
[Ref. 7: p. 33J. The switch networking standard, IS .41, 
handles the protocols for inter-system handoffs, or roaming. 
The IS.41 roaming procedures al l ow cellular services to be 
relayed to mobile subscribers regardless of the assigned CGSA 
[Ref. 7: p. 34 ) . Both ca l l handoffs and roaming are va l uable 
features handled by all cellular systems. 
Typically, a mobile set consists of a control unit, 
a transceiver, and a simple omnidirectional antenna system. 
As a bit of trivia, the small personal handsets are referred 
to as "portabl es," whereas the automobile phone sets are 
referred to as "mobiles." Additionally, the mobiles use a 
sirr.ple whip roof/glass-mounted antenna, with up to 3 dB gain, 
and can transmit several watts of power, while the portables 
usually employ a short telescopic antenna, with 0 dB gain, and 
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transmit on the order of ll'.illiwatts [Ref. 15: p. 1711. 
I n discussIng a cellular system structure, it is 
i!11portant to consider the issues cf capacity, coverage, and 
perfo=ance. :n doing so, the topics of frequency reuse and 
cell-splitting wIll be covered. 
2. Frequency Reus e 
Establishing an efficient frequency reuse pattern is 
the key ingredient to the cellular architecture. Cells must 
b e appropriately clu stered to efficiently utilize the entire 
f:-equency spectrum allocated . The frequency reuse pattern 
determines the frequency reuse distance, D , as seen in the 
below equation [Ref. 15: p. 52J : 
D ~ R x (3xN)'~ 
In this equation, D is the distance which must exis t between 
two cells of different clusters in order for the same 
frequency to be used in both, without cochannel interference. 
R is the rad i us of each cell, and N is the nUll'..ber of cells per 
cluster in the reuse pattern . 
For example, with a seveIl - cell reuse pattern, N. 7, 
and a cell site radius, R=lQkm, the required frequency reuse 
distance, D, is 45.83 km . In comparison , reducing the cell 
site radius to R- l km results in a frequency reuse distance 
of 4.583 km. 
In the latter case , R- l km allows us to reuse our 
al located frequencies more often within the total area of 
coverage . As a result, the potential subscriber capacity is 
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gre<ltly increased. lI.180, note that lowe::: power trClnsr:li.tters 
are needed as the cell si?es decrease; the s:r.alle:::, low-powe::: 
pes handsets are based on this COIlcept. 
3. Cell Splitting 
Cell splittiI.!.g also plays a key role in inc:::easiI'.~ 
capacity and i~proving perforna!'..ce in heavily used cell areas. 
As the key La congestioI'. management, the original cell is 
split into 0. numtJer of smaller cells so LhaL Lhe assigned 
frequency channels can be used more often. After splitting, a 
greater number of channels are available, and Lhus, tl::e 
service capacity is inc:::-eased for that area by a ::actor, N, 
equal to Lhe nuwe::: of new cells creaLed [Ref. 17: p. 42]. 
pes typically deals with a cell site radius, R ,,; 1 
km, which is of len referred to as a "microcell." lbe value of 
R is largely deLermined by the cell site's transrr.itter power. 
In the p:::evious equation, 0 is directly proportional to R, so 
:::eductions in R (down to about one Kilometer) can result in 
tremendous increases in spectrum e::ficiency. Additionally, as 
R is reduced, transmitter power can also be reduced, and lower 
frequency reuse distances can be achieved. ':'hese advantages 
of microcell, or even smaller picocell, cove:::age 
significanL benefiLs 0': future pes concepts ove::: the 
tradiLional cellular sysLems. 
B. RF PROPAGATION LIMITATIONS 
In this section, the effects of the following limiting 
factors on RF propagations are discussed: 
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1. Free Space Propagation Loss 
2. Foliage Loss 
3 . Adjacent Channel In terference 
'1. Cochannel Interference 
Multipath Propagation 
6 . Noise. 
1. Free Space Propagation Loss (FSPL) 
This RF propagation characteristi c actually makes 
the concept of cellular communications practical. After all, 
i f the s igna l s t rength did not diminish as a function of 
distance, then frequency reuse between separate cells would 
not be possible due to i nterference. However, within larger 
cells having a radius of nearly 10 miles , FSPL must be 
considered [Ref. 15 : p . 1021. 
As examples of the FSPL impact on the standard 
Advanced Mobile Phone System (AMPS) , the followin g 
attenuations are typical [Ref. 15: p. 102 ]: 
Free Space (ideal) 
Flat , open Earth's surface 
City (New York) 
2. Fol iage Loss 
= 20 dB I 10 miles 
'" 41.5 dB I 10 !r.iles 
= 50 dBI 10 miles. 
Any foliage along the path between the mobile and 
cell site contributes to the attenuation of the RF signal. 
Much uncertainty is involved here , d ependen t o n the sizes of 
trees, b ranches, leaves, trunks , density of vegetation, season 
of the year , and other related factors which can absorb RF 
energy . For a cell of size R~10 miles, we approximate a 
fo l iage loss to 20 dB for omalysis purposes [ Ref . 1 5 : p. JJ6]. 
3. Adj acent ChaWlel Interference 
This occurs when the energy between adj<lcent. 
channe l s overl aps, resulting in destruction of the original 
signa l . As a result, adjacent frequency ch,:mnels can not be 
used within a given cell without proper filtering; note, extra 
filtering boosts the cast of the transceiver components. 
4. Cochannel Interference 
This may be the most important constraint 
cellular frequency reuse. Coc:'1annel interference occurs when 
differer.t cell areas, using the same channel, are in 
sufficient range for unintentionally intercepting each other's 
transmissions. This is a primary f actor of concern for 
r:taintaining an acceptable cel l u l ar reuse distance, D, as 
previously mentioned. 
5. Multipath Propagation 
This occurs when radio waves are reflected from 
obstacles , or even the atmosphere, and can cause three primary 
effects [Ref. 17: p. 21.3]: 
Delay Spread 
This results w:'len a radio wave takes alternate 
paths, of varying distances, from transmitter to receiver due 
to reflections. Thus, by the time a single radio pulse is 
received, its widt h has been spread. 
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b. Ray~eig]l Fading 
This is a condition where !flany rapid fades 
occur over time as a result of dramatic changes to the radio 
wave's phase and amplitude. While similarly caused by 
reflections as mentioned above, the signal also undergoes 
rapid, deep fades in strength which clearly degrade signa l 
quality. In a mobile environment, the rate of fading is 
compounded even further due to variations in the relative 
motion of the radio waves to moving objects. 
c. Doppler Shift 
This describes the variations in frequency of 
the received signal resulting from a mobile set relative to 
the cell site. This shift can be significant enough to induce 
a noticeable distortion since the transmitted power spec trum 
is shifted off the nominal center frequency of the received 
signal. 
6. Noise 
Noise can be categorized as either e xternal or 
internal, and can generally be described as any undesired 
signal in a communication circuit. Internal noise, such as 
thermal noise, arises frO!ll within the communications 
components themselves . External noise, such as electric 
Ir.otors, power lines, neon signs, and the like, pose the most 
serious concerns to cellular operations. 
All of the above RF propagation factors must be 
considered when engineering a communications system wi th the 
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best signa l -to -noise ratio (SNR) 3!1ci overall performance 
charactistics possible. 
C. CHANNEL ACCESS METHODS 
?reque:1cy allocations for pes, around the 2 GHz range, 
are currently under review by the Federal Communications 
Corr.rnission [rt.e:. 5: p . 23J. With only 20 MHz (1910 1930 
MHz) of the spectrum projectert for unl icensed pes usage, it is 
clear that mul tiple access schemes must be employed for t:'1e 
sharing of a single communication resource. This section 
focuses on multiple access tech:cliques such as: 
1. Frequency Division Multip l e Access (FDMA) 
2. Time Division Mu l tiple Access (TDMA) 
3 . Code Division Mul tiple Access (CDMJI.). 
J.. Frequency Division Multiple Access 
This access scheme is used by the original analog 
cellular system in the U . S. known as the Advanced Mabi l e Phone 
Service (AMPS). The allocated frequency spec trum consists of 
a total bandwidth of 20 MHz in the 850 MHz region; typically, 
a single channel bandwidth is 30 kHz with guard bands serving 
as buffer zones between adjacent channels [Ref. 1.4: p . 479]. 
With this scheme, a subscriber is assigned a 
dedicated frequency channel for the duration of the ca:'l. 
Upon call termination, the channel is once again available for 
reallocation to another subscriber . Note that each mobile 
uni t must be frequency agile in order to be tuned to all 
available frequencies. 
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2. Time Division Multiple Access 
In this scheme, frequency channels are separated 
into discrete time s10ts and assigned to different subscribers 
at fixed time intervals. While FDMA uses frequency guard 
bands, TDMA uses time guard slots to buffer between adjacent 
signal transmissions [Ref. 14; p. 484]. With systems such as 
the European Group Special Mobile (GSM) digital cellular 
standard, a fixed number of time s l ots are grouped into a 
frame, and then each frame corresponds to a separate frequency 
channel [Ref. 6: p. 35]. Notice that this technique is real l y 
a combination of TDMA and FDMA since all available frequencies 
and time slots are available to the subscriber. 
TDMA offers several advantages over FDMA, which 
makes it the preferred choice for cellular applications fRef. 
7: pp. 73-74]: several subscribers can transmit over a single 
frequency channe l , thus permitting a more efficient use of the 
RF spectrum; since continuous transmission is not necessary, 
transmitter power can be better utilized, and duplexers are 
not required; ease of reconfiguration, through software 
upgrades, allows acceptance of changing bit-rate algorithms; 
and 1'DMA provides better resistance to cochanne l and adjacent 
channel i nterference. 
As a result of the above advantages, TDMA can 
provide greater system capacity through greater freedom 
channel assignments among the cells in a given area. 
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3 . Code Division Multipl e Access 
Employed by spr~ad spectrum cOlN:'\unication systems, 
which have been used e x clusively by the military for decades, 
the CDMA method has only recently been adopted for public 
cellular system usages. 
Spread spectn.;m methods mainly inc l u de frequency 
hopp.ing Or direct s equence techn iques . In both techniques the 
signal power i s spread out over- the ent ire assigned bandwidth 
rather than concen t rated into a spec i fic band. Additionally, 
ex t remely low signal-ta -noise ratios can be tolerated as 
result of very high processing gains. 
Frequency-hopping CDMA 
Frequency-hopping CDMA (FH-CDlY".tA) assigns a 
short -term frequency slot to a user f o r data transmission, 
then after a brief interval of time, another frequency is 
assigned for the next time interval, and so on, until the 
ent ire message i s sent. The frequency hopping pattern for 
each user is generated by a pscudo- random code. The 
processing gain for FH - COMA corresponds t o the ratio of the 
total frequency spectrum bandwidth to the frequency bandwidth 
for each hop [Ref . 11] : 
GFH - wssl R 
where Wss is the system bandwidth and R is the data rate. 
If a FH system has a bandwidth of 850 Mhz and transmits data 
at a rate of 1 .2 Jcbits/sec, then we get the following 
process i n g gain : 
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GFH = 850 Mhz/1200 bps'" 708,333 ==> 10 10910(708,333) 
GFH = 58.5 dB 
Clearly, as we divide the allocated spect rum into more 
segments, with s:naller bandwidths for each hop, then we can 
achieve tremendous processing gains. 
b. Direct - sequeIJce COMA 
Direct-sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA) oombines the 
user's signal with another signal from a random-sequence 
generator in order to produce a (pseudo) random, high-rate bit 
stream covering the entire assigned spectrum. At the 
receiver, a correIa tor separates the random sequence from the 
original signal for further processing. Once again, the 
processing gain can be computed by the ratio of the channel 
bit rate, "Chip rate" ~ ~, to the transmitted data bit rate, 
R [Ref . 11]: 
GDS .. ~/R 
If each terminal transmits at 1 kbps with a chip rate of 100 
kbps , then we get the following processing gain: 
GDS • 100 kbps/ 1 kbps • 100 ... > 10 10910 (100) 
Gos - 20 dB 
c . CDMA Advantages 
The advantages of CDMA, over FDMA or TDMA, for 
cellular uses include [Ref 10]: 
large subscriber capacity 
inherent high level of information security 
ease of conversion from analog to digital systems 
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resistance to fading since the signa l is spread/"l1oEJped" 
throughout the entire frequency bandwidth. 
much lower power transmitters r e quired due to high 
processing galllS. 
SUMMARY 
As previ ously described, ce l l spl itting, frequency reuse, 
and new CDMA techniques are the primary tools for capacity and 
perfo:::w.ance enhancements over the current systems. pes 
advancements in further cell size reductions, wore efficient 
frequency reuse capabilities, and improved channel allocation 
will extend cel l ular communications to even more sophisticated 
capabil i ties for the future. 
The ultimate techno l og i cal vision of individuals carrying 
small, inexpensive, handheld communicators and being reached 
by voice or data with a single phone number at any timc or 
place is the foundation for Personal Communications Services 
[Ref. 5 ) . Looking to the future, many Mobile Satellite 
Services W..sS) are being proposed for delivery of pes 
worldwide by the turn of the century. The next chapter wi ll 
provide greater insight to five candidate MSS systems for the 
future. 
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COMMERCIAL MOBILE SATELLITE SERVICES 
OVERVIEW 
Mobile Satellite Services w.sS) , which fall under the 
umbrella of Personal Communications Services (pes), provide 
the greatest potential to improving tactical communications 
support of future military operations. Many planned 
cOI1'mercial MSS networks could feasibly augment the current 
Theater Deployable Corrununications (TDe) in satisfying the 
military's needs for reliable and interoperable voice , 
message, and data communications worldwide. This chapter 
provides an overview of the following candidate /'1".£8 systems: 
GLOBAL STAR , INMARSAT, IRIDIUM, ODYSS EY, and ORBCOMM. While an 
exhaustive list of all available satellite systems is not 
presented here, the selected candidate systems do represent a 
valuable sampl i ng based on their unique capabilities, advanced 
designs, and worldwide coverages. 
B. CANDIDATE MSS SYSTEMS 
The candidate commercial systems considered for inclusion 
in DOD's C41 architecture fall into one of the following three 
primary orbits for communications satellites [Ref. 33 : p. 
822] : 
J... Low Earth Orbit (LEO) 
2. Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) 
3 . Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO). 
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,::,r.e spe::::ific altitudes corresponding 1".0 these o~bits will be 
descr':'bed =--n subsequent sect=--o:lS, 
'~'r.e five sysLems se] ccted fo~ further considerdtion 
represent". five different caLegories of MSS syo;tems [Ref, 33: 
p. 822]: 
l. :::"EO (bent pipe) : GLOBAT,S7AR 
2. :::"EO (crosslink): IlHDIUM 
3. :::.,iLLle LEO (bent pipe): ORBCOMM 
1. !'I.EO (bent pipe) : ODYSSEY 
5. GEO (bent pipe) : INMARSAT. 
future reference, bent pipe dnd crosslink are 
analegous to the !Tspective manners in w!:lich sat".ellite 
co:mnunications transmissions are relayed between twe earth 
stations, or mobile units. with bent pipe, when pumping 
co:nmunications from earth station A, through a satellite 
"pipe," t".o earth station E, the information is "bent" aL a 
single satellite and forwarded to the desired destination. 
Clearly, the communications satellite must be in clear view of 
both ea:::-th stations simultaneously fo:::- a successful link to be 
established. A cL':)sslink system, such as IRIDIUM, operates in 
a similar manner, but may employ mo::::-e than one satellite for 
relaying/hopping communications around the world. In this 
case, it is not a pre::::-equisite for a single satellite te be in 
clear view of both earth stations for a successful link to be 
established, The terms bent pipe and crosslink have been 
adopted to describe the concepts of operations discussed 
above. 
The following sections provide 
descript i on of the candidate M.8S systems. 
~. GLOBALSTAR 
a. Basic Description 
detailed 
GLOBALS'l'AR, proposed by Loral QtJALCO:-fM 
Satellite Services, Incorporated, projects an Initial 
Operational Capability (IOC) in the year 1997 [Ref. 19: p. 5-
"1 1 ] . GLOBALSTAR's constellation will consist of 48 LEO 
satellites, using a bent pipe concept of operations, for 
providing full global coverage [Ref. 19: p. 5-54J. 
b. Technical Characteristics 
For added insight, and a basis for comparison, 
technical characteristics are worthy of particular 
attention here. The 48 circular orbiting satellites will 
maintain altitudes of 1389 kilometers, six satellites in each 
of eight 52 degree-inclined planes, with an orbita l period of 
two hours [Ref. 19: p. 5 - 70]. GLOBALSTAR's hybrid multiple 
access technique employs time domain duplexing - frequency 
division - code division multiple access (TDD - FD - CDMA) and 
beam hopping techniques. Mobile satellite subscribers will 
transmi t and receive frequencies in the L- band (:!.610. 0 -
1626.5 MHz) through the use of an elaborate frequency reuse 
scheme wh i ch is transparent to the user [Ref. 19: p. 5-55]. 
The extent of technical detail will be Similarly provided for 
other MSS systems under comparison. 
c . Pr imary Services 
T:"1ree primary services offered wi l l he; radio 
detennination satellite service (RDSS), providing position 
location tracking and messaging; voice and data services with 
connectivj ty to the Public Switched Telecorrununications Network 
(PSl'N); and voice and data services through connectjons with 
various prjvat_e networks . Additiona l communications features 
will also be available s u ch as facsimile, freeze -frame v::deo, 
aut_omatic answer ing service , and worldwide voice mail (Ref . 
19: p. 5-54] . This fully digital system will provide over 
134,40C full duplex voice channels with bit rates ::::anging from 
2.4 kbps to 9.G kbps [Ref. 19 : p . 5 - 58] . Clearly, GLOBALSTA.l(. 
can deliver a large range of services on a global scale and 
requires serious consideration for fu t ure military uses. 
2. I RIDIUM 
a. Basic Description 
IRIDIUM's worldwide cellular pe~sonal 
communi cat -j ons service, proposed by Motorola, is proj ected for 
IOC in 1997 [Ref. 19: p. 5-94] . The IRIDIUM constellation 
will cons is t of 66 LEO satellites (versus 77 originally) , 
using a crosslink concept of operations, for providing full 
global cover age [Ref . 22: p. 2] . 
b. Technical Characteristics 
Some technical characteristics of interest are 
presented here. IRIDIUM's 66 satell i tes will o r bi tat an 
altitude of approximately 780 kilometers , with 11 satel l ites 
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i n each of six 8G degree- inclined planes [Ref 22: p. 21 . Each 
satelliLe is networke d, via conununications crosslinks, to 
other satellites in either the same plane or adjac8nt co -
rotating planes. The crosslinks work in the Ka -band at 
frequencies between 22.55 GHz and 23.55 GHz [Ref. 21: p. 21 . 
This valuable crosslink capability provides worldwide traffic 
routing and additional redundancy potential [Ref. 21: p. 63] . 
The IRIDIUM system heavily employs a cellular 
concept of operations for its satellite earth coverage. The 
satellites com."nunlcate with the pocket-sized, mobile IRIDIUM 
Subscriber Units (ISU) in the L-band (1616.0 1626.5 MHz) 
using a combination of a full -duplex Frequency Divis i on 
Multiple Access (FDMA) and T ime Division Multiple Access 
(TDMA) channel bursts of digital data [Ref. 21: p. 92] . Each 
satellite projects 48 L -band spot beams on the earth ' s surface 
to create a 48-cell pattern; the capacity of any given cell is 
960 channels [Re f . 22 : p. 31 . The 66 satellites can cover 
3168 possible cells , with a 12-beam reuse pattern, which 
resul ts in 180 channels for worldwide reuse [Ref. 23: pp. 3· 
4]. The influence of current terrestrial cellular networks is 
clearly evident in IRIDIUM ' s design. 
c. Primary Services 
The IRIDIUM system will offer a variety of 
global communications services to inClude: digital voice at 
4.8 kbps; data at 2.4 kbps ; and ROSS for automatic location , 
reporting, paging, and t wo-way messaging. Motorola projects 
an estimate:i six million subscribers will benefit f~om 
I RIDIUM's services, once fully operational [Ref. 21: p. ivl . 
3. ORBCOMM 
Basic Description 
ORBCOMM., proposed by Orbital Communications 
Corporation, has an anticipated IOC arm.nd 1996 [Ref . 19: p. 
23]. ORBCOMM's constellation will consist of 20 "Little" LEO 
satellites, using a bent pipe concept of operations, for 
providing worldwide services. ORBCO~ is classified as a 
"Little" LEO system, in comparison to other LEO systems such 
as GLOBALSTA..~ and IRIDIUM , due to smaller satellite size/mass, 
and l ower frequency band allocations in the VHF/UHF range 
[Ref. 20: p. 2-3]. 
b. Technical Characteristics 
Only those technical issues deemed pertinent to 
understanding the system's basic operations are addressed 
here. ORBCO~'s satel l ite constellation will be comprised of 
two configurations: a primary constellation of 1 9 sate l lites 
divided equally into three circular o~bital planes, inclined 
at 40 60 degrees. A supplemental constellation of two 
satellites will orbit in orthogona l polar planes separated by 
180 degrees. The combined constellations will orbit the 
Earth at an altitude of nearly 970 kilometers [Ref . 19: p. 4-
20] . 
ORBCOMM subscriber equipment will operate in 
the VHF band at 137.2 138 .0 MHz downlink frequencies and 
148.0 - 148.85 MHz uplink frequencies. The system will employ 
digital packet switching for up to 21 uplink channels at 2.4 
kbps and 1') channels at 4.8 kbps. Additionally, ORBCOMM plans 
to interface with the Global Position.ing System (GPS) through 
implementation of a small UHF bandwidth allocation around 400 
MHz [Ref. 19: p. 4-101. 
Primary Services 
ORBCOv.M capabilities will mainly 
applications dealing with accidents, search and rescue, and 
emergency medical requirements for mobile subscribers. The 
system will not handle voice communications, rather it will 
o:11y provide low-speed, alphanumeric transmissions. It is 
estimated that approximately 20 million U.S. subscribers, over 
85 perce:l.t from emergency services, will benefit from the 
ORBCOMM system [Ref. 19; p. 4-11]. 
4. ODYSSEY 
a. Basic Description 
ODYSSEY, proposed by TRW, Incorporated, has an 
expected Ioe by 1997 [Ref. 19; p. 5-113]. ODYSSEY is the only 
MEO system in consideration for MSS service in this study. 
ODYSSEY's constellation will consist of 12 MEO satellites, 
using a bent pipe concept of operations, for providing 
worldwide services [Ref. 19: p. 5-97]. 
b. Technical Characteristics 
ODYSSEY's 12 MEO satellites will orbit in three 
circular orbital planes of four each, with a S5 degree a:l.gle 
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of inclination, an a l titude of 1 0,354 ki l ometers, and an orbiL 
period of six hours [Ref. 19: p . 5 - 107] . Each sa t elli t e wi ll 
use 19 beams La employ a 19-cell system, with a 3-frequency 
reuse pattern yie l ding a frequency reuse factor of 6.33 [Ref. 
19: p. 5-100 ] . The saLellites can operat e in multip l e 
frequency bands to include L - band, S-band, and Ka-band. 
User/satellite uplinks operate at 1 .610 1.6265 GHz (L - band) 
and downlink 2.4835 2.500 GHz (S-bandJ. 
Satellite/gateway uplinks operate at 29.8955 29.9963 GHz 
(Ka-band ) and downlink at 20.0955 - 20.1963 GHz (Ka-band) 
[Ref. 19: p. 5-104J. 
The ODYSSEY Subscriber Units (05U) will provide 
fu l l-duplex conununicat ions by using a spread spectrum CDMA 
modulation technique similar to evolving cellular 
conununicat ions systems . These small hand - held devices, 
transmit t ing only 0.5 watts, can provide digi tal vo i ce 
capab i lity at 4.8 kbps, or data communications at J...2 kbps 
[Rcf. 19 : p. 5-105]. 
TRW's MEO concept provi des some advantages over 
LEO and GEO systems. In comparison to a LEO system, a smaller 
number of satelli t es are required for providing global 
coverage. In contrast to GEO systems, propagation delays are 
reduced, as are the required satellite antenna sizes for 
desirable cel!u l ar coverage pat terns [Ref. 19: p. 5 - 97] . 
c. Primary Services 
ODYSSEY will provide a wide range of mobile 
services including radio determination (RDSS), voice, data, 
and message communications. Initially, only North A.Llerica 
will be serviced with dual coverage by two satellites. The 
initial capacity will be 4600 users, which translates to 2300 
per satellite. However, upon full completion, additional 
ground stations will be in place for full global coverage 
[Ref. 1.9 : p. 5-99J. 
5. 
a. Basic Description 
INMARSAT was established back in 1979 as an 
international consortium of countries dedicated to providing 
satellite communications for ships in distress [Ref. 19: p. 3-
21]. Three generations of INMARSAT GEO satellites, using a 
bent pipe concept of operations, have evolved since initial 
operations began in February ~982. First generat ion INMARSAT 
satellites included leased systems such as Marisat, INTELSAT -
v, and Marecs satellites. These satellites have been replaced 
by INMARSAT's own four satellites, known as INMARSAT-2. Four 
third generation INMARSAT-3 satellites, designed by GE Astro-
Space, with communications payload by Matra Marconi Space, are 
scheduled for operation by 1995 [Ref. 19: p. 3-22]. 
b. Technical Characteristics 
The proposed INMARSAT-3 constellation will 
primarily be discussed here. The four satellites wi l l be 
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placed in geostationary orb i ls aL any of the following degree s 
l ongitude: 15.5 W, 34 W, 55.5 W, 64 .5 E, and 179 .5 E CRef. 
1,): .3 -181 . 
The more robt.<.st Il'.'MARSAT-3 satel l ites will 
incorporate improvements over pasL INMARSAT generations. The 
use of spot beams will permit increased transmitter power to 
mobi l e terminals and an added frequency reuse capability [Ref. 
19: p. 3-111. INMARSAT - 3 operates in both the L -band and c -
band frequency ranges: uplink frequencies use 6 . 425 6 . 454 
GHz (C - band) and 1.6265 1.6605 GHz (L -band); downlink 
fr e quencies use 3.600 3.629 GHz (C -band) and 1 .525 1 . 559 
GHz (L -band) [Ref. 19: p. 3 - 13] . Various INY.ARSAT subscriber 
termina l s are available for different applications; however, 
in general, voice and data rates range from 2.4 kbps to 9.6 
kbps :Ref. 19: p. 3-::'51. The INMARSAT family of satellites 
should provide a variety of services well into the 21st 
century . 
c. Primary Services 
It is estimated that more than 232 000 mobile 
terminals wil l be in use by 1995 [Ref 19: p . 3 - 29]. The 
INMARSAT system provides many services such as: digital 
voice, data, facsimi l e, store-and-forward messaging, position 
reporting, and emergency a lerting [Ref. 19: p. 3-1]. Fromits 
roots onboard ocean-bound vessels, INMARSAT has expanded its 
services to ground and air forces as well. 
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VII. FRAMEWORK FOR COMPARISON 
PURPOSE 
TO help solve the communications problems i dent ified in 
previous chapters, the benefits of new PCS technologies 
require further investigation . More specifically , the Mobile 
Satellite Services (MSS ) such GLOBALSTAR, INMA.~SAT, 
IRIDIUM , ODYSSEY, and ORBCOMM considered as viable 
candidates for augmenting DOD ' s communications architecture 
and improving voice , message, and data communications during 
JTF operations. Though the past does not necessarily 
represent the nature of future conflicts, and conununications 
systems must be able to accomrnodate a wide range of 
requirements, for the purpose of this study, the author 
suggests that the candidate systems be compared within a 
scenario similar to the Persian Gulf War . 
B. SCOPE 
The scope of this study wi l l be kept to a manageable 
s i ze. I n doing so , only the fiv e previously discussed MSS 
systems, and the below -specified MOPs, MOE, and MOFE wi ll be 
used for evaluation and anal ysis purposes. Given an 
approp r iate cross-section of available technologies , and a 
fair assessment of the critical comparison meaSUres, this 
study will provide a meaningful framework for identifying 




A simulation or wargaming tool is available which 
will serve as a valid model tor providing accurate information 
flow and measuring the subsequent impacts of various CIJ I 
systems. 
A baseline of communications traffic, which i~ 
accommodated by existing networks, will serve as a basic load 
during each simulatio:1/wargame iteration. 
In establishi!lg equitable grounds for comparison, 
the expenses incurred for program ma!lagement, research and 
developme!1t, procurement, satellite launches. and operational 
costs are regarded as sunk costs to the respective conunercial 
vendors. The governlTle:l.t will only be charged for services 
rendered, which may reflect the activity costs abov~. Since 
future service prices are not readily available at this time, 
a final assumption is made that the commercially-owned MSS 
systems will offer competitive services for comparable costs. 
2. Factors 
This study will use five factors, corresponding to 
the five MSS networks, and will evaluate each factor at 
various levels of utilization for voice, message, or data 
COfl'~'llunicatio:l.s traffic. Additionally, any combination of the 
five systems can be simultaneously incorporated into the 
communications infrastruoture, in varying capacities, to 
provide a wide range of cornmunicatio:l.s capabilities. 
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Considering five candidate MSS systems, a total of 37. (2 5 ) 
alternative conununications architectures is possible. 
subset of these architectures is presented in next subsection. 
For each factor combination, varying levels of 
utili:.:aton can be assigned for voice, message, or data 
conununications traffic. For instance, if onl y one system is 
under evaluation, then 100 percent of the inputed voice, 
message , and data traffic requirements must be met by the 
single system. Netice that not every system may have the 
capability te singularly handle all ef the required services; 
subsequently, a lower rating would be assigned in this area. 
However , 100 percent cf the required services may be handled 
hy a single system, but this may be at the expense of longer 
time delays . At this pcint, mixing the percentages of veice , 
message , and data traffic taskings over different systems may 
alleviate the burden on anyone system. Undoubtedly, each MSS 
system has its strengths and weaknesses, and through 
appropriately combining these systems, the proper blend of 
services should achieve maximum overall system performance . 
As an example, for a two-system combination, several 
possible utilization schemes exist: 50 percent ot all traffic 
equally divided amcngst the two systems; or 75/25 percent 
split of all traffic allocated between the two systems; or 100 
percent of voice on one system, with SO/50 message allocation, 
and a 75/25 data ccnununications split . Clearly, many 
combinations can be programmed into any given scenario. Keep 
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ir.. mind, this example only illustrates a few of the 
possini l ities with onl y a two - system ~om..'lination; three -
sys t em, four-system, and five-system architecture s inherently 
promote ever. greater campI e x i ty. For the purposes of Lhis 
study, t he aULhor s uggests that all types of services be 
optimally distributed, via simulation software, amongst the 
combined sysLems to achieve maximum overall utilization. 
3 . Setup 
In order to tul l y realize the beneficial qualities 
of each of t he candidate MSS systems , while still limiting the 
scope of the study to a manageable size, it is recommended 




3 . ORBCOMM 
ODYSSEY 
5. INMARSAT 
6. GLOBALSTAR -ODYSSEY 
7. GLOBALSTAR- I NMARSAT 
8. IRIDIUM- ODYSSEY 
9 . IRIDIUM- INMl\RSAT 
10 . GLOBALSTAR - ODYSSEY -INMARSAT 
11 . IRIDIUM - ODYSS EY - INMARSAT 
U . IRIDIUM- ODYSSEY · INMARSAT-GLOBALSTAR 
GLOBALSTAR - ODYSSEY - I NMARSAT - IRIDIUM - ORBCOMM 
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The thirteen above -selected combinations provide a 
substantial cross-section of the different technologies 
proposed to be operational by the turn of the century. wi th 
items 1 - 5 , it is important to examine each of these systems 
separately to serve as a contro l group for further 
compar~sons . Combinations 6 9 couple a LEO system 
(GLOBALSTAR or IRIDIUM) with either a MEO system (ODYSSEY) or 
a GEO system (INMARSAT). Items 10 11 combine a ll three 
types of systems to include LEO (GLOBALSTAR or IRIDIUM), MEO 
(ODYSSEY), and GEO (!NMARSAT) systems. Notice, combinations 
- 11 collectively serve as a baseline for comparison between 
the interchanged LEO systems, GLOBALSTAR and IRIDIUM. Lastly, 
in order to observe the incremental value of incorporat ing all 
five candidate MSS systems, the final composite architecture 
is proposed. Once again, the simulation's traffic analysis 
software will determine the most advantageous path to route 
communications based on speed, capacity, and connectivity 
considerations. 
<4. Measures 
The study will rate the five systems based on the 
specified Measures of Perfonnance (MOP), one Measure of 
Effectiveness (MOE), and one Measure of Force Effectiveness 
(MOFE) listed below. An appropriate rating scale for each 
measure will be dependent on the particular measure under 
evaluation. Unless noted otherwise, the simulation/wargaming 
tool will provide all necessary information required to assess 
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each of the desired measures . 
ii. Measures of Performance 
This study wi ll evaluate each of the candidate 
systems basco on the following MOPs: 
- Speed measures how fast., in seconds, information is 
transferred from point A to point B. This is simp ly measured 
by a system's responsiveness and timeliness for delivering 
voice, message, or data traffic between two designated 
l ocations. 
Capacity measures "size ot the pipe," in bits - per -
second (bps), for tranferring information from point A to 
point B. This is measured by how much information throughput 
is permitted through a system over a specified period of time. 
Connectivity measures the percentage of total network 
nodes covered during specified JTF operations. This measure 
includes the coverage provided to nodes in the JTF's Area of 
Responsibility (AOR) , as well as coverage to essential reach-
back nodes worldwide. In addition to the simulation tool, the 
respective conunercial MSS system descriptions will be helpful 
in rating connectivity. 
Availability measures the percentage of time that a 
system provides uninte rrupted services. This is measured by 
how much uptime divided by total time (uptime + downtime) can 
be expected for any particular system. Each system's 
advertised availability percentages should be obtained from 
the respective vendors and i ncorporated into the simulation 
software. 
Flexibility measures the number of services provided. 
This is measured by how many different types of services are 
available to mobile subscribers. Implicit in flexibility is 
one's ability to c onf i gure a system to function in different 
capacities. Once again, the respective system descriptions 
wil l be useful in assessing this measure. Also, the 
simulation results should reflect the various services 
provided by each system in a given scenario. 
Transportabili ty measures the ease/timeliness of 
deployment based on physical dimensions and required 
transportation. This is measured by the number at C- 141 
equivalents required to deliver the necessary resources to 
desired locations within the theater of operat i ons. Factors 
such size, weight, and modularity typical 
considerations for determining transportability. In turn, 
each of these factors contributes to the time frame required to 
move the necessary equipment 
l ocations. 
the appropriate battlefield 
Interoperabili ty measures the weighted number of 
successes versus deficiencies in interfacing with existing 
systems. This is measured by how well a system works within 
the given corrununications infrastructure. For instance, a 
proposed system may work well with one componen t of the TRI-
TAC system, but not very well with another component. 
However, different levels of importance may be associated with 
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one component: verSGS another. l\s an exarrpl e, Lhe proposed 
sysLem n'.ay opera:..e ef:[ecLively willI a ~ess significan:: remote 
mul:::iplexer combiner :RKC) , but it may not work a::: all with a 
rr.ajor device such as the ComrTlun:'cations Nodal Control E~ ement 
(CNCE), TSQ - : l1. The crit:'cal deficiency ls clearly the more 
proIT.inent factor here. Not:'ce that interoperability problems 
are often reflected in other MOPs such as speed, capacity, 
availability, and flexibility. 
Security measures the level of secure conununications 
penl'.itted with existing encryption inter::"aces. This is 
measured by the classification level of information which is 
allowed to be carried over a given system. Multi-Level 
Security (ML3) is a key elemer::.t desired by future military 
systems for providing a broader rar.ge of communications 
capabilites. Basically, the issue of security is tied to a 
system' 8 compatibility with existing encryption devices such 
as the STu-III or other accredited encrY9tior.. algorithms. 
Higher classification levels clearly offer a greater degree of 
flexibility for military opcratior.s. 
b. Measure of Effectiveness 
'The MOE will be the probability that the 
overall comnunications system will provide the right 
information to the right place at the right time. A good 
simulation tool becomes valuable here for keeping track of the 
complex flow of infonnation throughout every facet of the 
com.munications system. 'The study should be designed such that 
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specified locations required receive certai:1 
information within a given timeframe, and the simulation will 
ref l ect a system's ability to achieve the MOE. Additionally, 
an enormous amount of statistical data can be gathered for 
analysis of means, variances, standard deviations, a!1d 
confidence intervals related to evaluating the MOE. 
Measure of Force Effectiveness 
The overal l MOFE will be the success rate of 
the JTF conunander in the execution of a campaign in any given 
geographic region. A wargaming tool, with human intervention, 
is valuable here for obtaining a fairly realistic assessment 
of the MOFE. In addition to the statistical analyses 
accumulated from the simulation tool, a valid wargame can 
determine how the various MOPs and MOE are related to a 
conunander's situation awareness, performance of Command and 
Contro l (C2) functions, and successful conduct of military 
operations for a given scenario. The MOFE i s simply measured 
by the outcome of the wargame scenario, either victory or 
defeat. 
In the author's opinion, each of the above - selected 
represents a key element of C2, and together, 
contribute to the commander's situation awareness of the 
battlefield. In turn, the importance of collecting, 
proce ssing, and disseminating the required information to all 
C2 echelons in a timely manner is reflected by the JTF's 
ability to achieve the MOFE. 
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5. Method 
In we ighing the candidate systems against multiple 
measures, at nUIr.erous levels, and detennining incre:nental 
effects on an overall Measure of Force Effectiveness (MOFE), 
many complexities may arise. Due La the shee:::- number of 
possible outcomes, simulation and wargaming are preferred 
methods for obtaining accurate and useful results. The 
demonstrated capabilities of present modeling and simulation 
tools are well -suited for such a study. 
A."l appropriate simulation/wargaming tool must 
possess characteristics which are directly applicable to the 
evaluation of the comparison measures specified in the 
previous subsection, C.4. For simulat::'ng corrununications 
traffic flow in various forms (voice, message, and data), the 
tool mus t provide traff ic flow analysis and routing over the 
different media routes throughout the sys tem. Basically, as 
inputs , the simulator should accept varying amounts of 
communications required to be transmitted in various forms . 
Also, any combination of implementing the candidate systems 
should be allowed as a possible means of handling the 
communications inputs. Thus, not only could observations be 
made concerning the impact of increasing throughpu t demands on 
anyone system, but the incremental effectiveness of adding 
any other system to the overall architec tu re could also be 
investigated. As outputs, the simulator s hould provide 
com!nunications traff ic results which accurately indicate the 
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routes, throughputs, and timeliness of relaying the required 
information between desired locations, as determined by a 
given scenar~c. This method of study should provide a solid 
statistical foundation for compar i ng the technical 
capabilities of each system under investigation. 
In conjunction with the number-intensive simulation 
method described above, a wargaming model, with a "man-in-the-
loop," can provide valuable insight to determining how varying 
degrees of available information can impact one's ability to 
make good decisions. Along with assessing the completeness, 
accuracy, and timeliness of information from different 
systems, a wargame also demonstrates the human interaction 
within a given environment. As a result, this method of study 
builds on the statistical foundation by comparing candidate 
system improvements to a conunander's situational awareness, 
and ultimately, determining various impacts on meeting the 
MOFE. 
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 
In choosing the "best" C41 infrastructure to support a 
JTF at the turn of the century, while realizing that newer 
technologies will continually make current systems obsolete, 
total life cycle costs must remain as a primary concern. In 
these austere budget times, the chosen system must achieve the 
goal of minimizing life cyole costs while still meeting the 
necessary performance constraints. A tradeoff analysis 
between operational costs and performanoes, though beyond the 
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scope of this thesis, shoul d be perform.,d as a final 
comparison between the proposed systems. 
Additional system perfonnance cons i.derations 
discussed here with a focus on their relation and interaction 
with the existing C41 system environment; 
- Top level system requirements: The system must provide 
timely interaction and sufficient support (hardware , software, 
maintenance, and personnel) to all facets of the C41 
infrastructure so that overall JTF requirements are met. 
- Physica l technological feasibility: New hardware/software 
must be readily available and provide form, fit, and function 
compatible with current resources. 
Human information processing limitations: Large-scale 
system operations and time-critical tasks must include proper 
automation tools for information/equipment tracking, routing, 
scheduling , and overall network management. 
Rnvironment/Location requirements; Effectiveness and 
reliability must continue to meet C4I needs in the event of 
changing battle conditions such as weather, terrain, and 
political animosity. The system must be able to adapt to 
these variations in order to sat i s!'y the C4I mission. 
- Current inventory of physical assets; All existing system 
entities must be utilized, updated, replaced, or discarded in 
such a manner which is compliant with minimizing life cycle 
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The above -mentioned system requirements, though beyond 
the scope of the study's initial design, should ultimately be 




Technological research and developF.lent will continue at 
a feverish pace, but production and procurement of high-tech 
gear will be limited to the absolute essentials for satisfying 
the U.S. National Milit.ary Strategy [Ref. 41: p. 25J. As the 
future brings increased uncert.ainty in regional "hotspots" 
worldwide , coupled with decreasing budgets and resources, the 
U.S. mi l itary will continually be tasked to do more with less. 
In these times, when military downsizing/restructuring 
continues to exacerbat.e shortfalls in manpower and aging 
systems, advanced technologies must be pursued if we are to 
keep the edge over our adversaries. Future military 
operations and emerging technologies require that periodic 
adjustments be made to existing systems to achieve needed 
improvements in performance, reliability, availability, 
maintainabili ty , and mobility. The existing Tri-Service 
Tactical Corr.munications (TRI-TAC) program has reached a 
crossroads in time, and a change in direction is necessary. 
The military's conununications superhighway must expand its 
onramps to handle the increased traffic demands of regional 
conflicts on a global scale. 
Personal Conununications Services, particularly in the 
area of Mobile Satellite Services (MSS) , provide new potential 
for meeting future mobile carnmunicat.ions requirements. The 
five commercial systems (GLOBl'I.LSTAR, INMARSAT, IRIDIUM, 
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ODYSSEY, and ORBCOMM) described earlier are all viable 
candidates for augmenting the TRI -TAC syste:n. Co:runercial·Off-







co:nrnur.ications. The previous chapter serves as a framework 
for comparison Of five such COTS systems. Usir.g simulation 
ar.d wargaming tools, critical MOPs, MOEs, and MOFEs can be 
assessed against a wide range of cormnunications requirements. 
Follow-up studies should be conducted, in accordance with the 
design presented in Chapter VII, to determine which 
communications architectures and systems are best suited tor 
meeting the military's needS. 
Clearly, PCS, if properly implemented , can greatly 
contribute to the improvement of Theater Deployable 
Communications for the future. PCS represents a large piece 
of the puzzle in C4I for the Warrior's quest for "a global 
network of military and commercial communications systems ar..d 
networks linking information data bases ar..d fusion cer..ters 
that are accessible to the Warrior anywhere, anytime, ir.. the 
performance of any mission." [Ref. 29: p. lO] 
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